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HW - Steel Beam Design

Lab – Steel Columns
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HW - Steel Beam Design
Given:
bracing type（Lb < Lp zone 1 ）
load

Goal:
Member Size？

1. Calculate  Required Moment 
Determine Mn
Mu = Mn
Mn = Mu / 

2. Determine the Minimum Zx required
Mn = Fy*Zx = Mp
Zx > Mn / Fy

3. Choose a section based on Z 
from the AISC table. 
Bold-faced sections are lighter



1. The total unfactored floor dead load on the beam B1 (neglecting 
selfweight), w_DL*

w_DL* = DL * SpanB = 14*17 = 238 plf

2. The total unfactored floor live load on the beam, w_LL

w_LL= LL * SpanB = 90*17 = 1530 plf

3. The total factored design load on the beam
(neglecting selfweight), wu*

wu*= 1.2*w_DL* + 1.6*w_LL
= (1.2*238+1.6*1530)/1000
= 2.73 klf



4. The factored design moment (neglecting selfweight), Mu*

Mu* = 1/8 x wu* x SpanA²
= 1/8*2.73*25²
= 213.28 k-ft

5. The nominal bending moment (neglecting selfweight), Mn*

Mn* = Mu* / ɸ
= 213.28*12/0.9
= 2843.73 k-in

6. The Plastic modulus of the section (neglecting selfweight), Zx*

Zx= Mn* / Fy 
= 2843.73/50
= 56.87 in³



7. The nominal depth of the lightestpassing W-section from Zx table

Choose a section based on Zx
from the AISC table 3-2. 
Bold-faced sections are lighter

(Most efficient one_strongest and lightest)

Minimum Zx required = 56.87 in³

W 18*35, Zx=66.5 in³ > 56.87 in³

8. The weight of the lightest passing 
W-section from Zx table

W 18*35, Zx=66.5 in

9. The Plastic modulus of the section, 
Zx

W 18*35, Zx=66.5 in



w_DL= w_DL*+BeamWeight = 238+35 = 273 plf

10. The revised unfactored floor dead load on the beam 
(including selfweight), w_DL

wu= 1.2 * w_DL+ 1.6 * w_LL = (1.2*273+1.6*1530)/1000 = 2.7756 klf

11. The total factored design load on the beam (including selfweight), wu

Mu = 1/8 * wu* SpanA² = 1/8*2.7756*25² = 216.84 k-ft

12. The factored design moment (including selfweight), Mu in KIP-FT

Mu = 216.84*12 = 2602.08 k-in 

13. The factored design moment (including selfweight), Mu in KIP-IN

ɸ *Mn = ɸ *(Zx* Fy) = 0.9*66.5*50 = 2992.5 k-in   > Mu = 2602.08   Pass!

14. The nominal factored bending moment for the chosen, phi Mn
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Timeline

Due until break - Feb 23
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Dr.Frame

take this as one panel

2 panels totally

load\weight

2nd order Analysis



Tower Project

Dr.Frame
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Tips

overweight
glue and plates take approximately 10% of total members weight

smaller section
less force on the smaller sectional member; and vice versa

narrower spacing
width spacing, more steady; narrow spacing saves weight; if it is too narrow_ tilted

balsa wood: less weight but less strength
use it  as plates 
use it as connection members in tension (find its material properties online)

think about the handcraft ahead
how to limit the difficulty when building it?  less joint? joint detailing?



LAB - Steel Columns

Description 

This project gives the opportunity to identify 
steel sections and determine their 
properties and strength using the AISC 
tables.

Goals 

To identify a steel section based on 
dimensions. 
To determine the sectional properties using 
AISC table 
To determine the load capacity based on 
AISC column table.

CMYK



K=1
Effective Length = 13 ft 4 in

For Example:

if W 8*67  

when L=13 ft , capacity=453 kips
when L=14 ft, capacity=433 kips

when L=13 ft 4 in, capacity=x kips?

13 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 4 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖−13 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
14 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓−13 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓

= 453 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 −𝑥𝑥 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘
453 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 −433 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘

4
12

= 453 −𝑥𝑥
20

x = 446.33 kips



Any Questions?

yifanma@umich.edu

Thank You！
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